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Abstract
Articulatory codebooks are very often used to represent the
articulatory-to-acoustic mapping. They thus need to be com-
pact while offering a very good acoustic precision. This paper
presents a method of articulatory codebook construction more
general than that of Ouni [1] in the sense that the articulatory-
to-acoustic mapping is approximated by multivariable polyno-
mials. The second major contribution concerns the subdivision
process which finds out the most efficient subdivision, i.e. that
which minimizes the size of the codebook while guarantying a
very good acoustic precision.
Experiments carried out show that the size of the codebook
can be divided by a factor of 20, and simultaneously, the acous-
tic precision can improved by a factor of 2 by using second
order polynomials together with this new construction strategy.
Index Terms: acoustic-to-articulatory inversion, codebook,
polynomial interpolation.
1. Introduction
Acoustic-to-articulatory inversion1 is a challenging problem in-
vestigated for more than 30 years now. Its goal is to recover
vocal tract shapes from the speech signal for e.g. talking heads
animation or articulatory feedback, for hearing-impaired people
or foreign language learning.
One of the most frequent approaches is analysis by synthe-
sis, in which an articulatory-to-acoustic model is used to com-
pute acoustic images of articulatory vectors. However, time
required to compute acoustic images may become prohibitive
when many solutions are explored and therefore this mapping
is represented in the form of a precomputed table, called code-
book, made up of pairs associating an articulatory vector to
its corresponding acoustic vector. In this paper, we present
a new codebook construction method, substantially improv-
ing the hypercube representation proposed by Ouni[1]. The
main advantage of our method is the extensive exploration of
the articulatory space and the homogeneous acoustic precision
achieved. This method is applied to Maeda’s[2] articulatory
model, but could be easily applied to different models, e.g. that
of Mermelstein[3]. In the first two sections, we present the
structure retained, how the mapping function is modelled, tests
used to subdivide the articulatory space. Finally, we present
some experiments to evaluate the frequency precision and the
compactness achieved by our method.
2. Hypercuboid structure
Articulatory codebooks are intended to obtain local approxi-
mations of the articulatory-to-acoustic mapping in a fast way.
1This work is part of the ASPI project funded by the IST Program
of the Commission of the European Communities as project number
IST-2005-021324.
This is usually done by computing acoustic images of some
articulatory vectors, and by then interpolating the rest of the
articulatory-to-acoustic mapping from these vectors. The map-
ping is thus represented by easy to invert functions in small ar-
ticulatory regions around these vectors. In some cases, for ex-
ample Atal[4], Larar[5] or Schroeter[6] both the acoustic and
articulatory spaces are discretized and the interpolation, there-
fore, can be seen as a 0-th order polynomial interpolation, i.e.
the mapping is constant in the articulatory regions correspond-
ing to the sampling points. More precisely, these tables can be
considered as collections of relations of the form
f (Vj ± ΔVj) = Fj ± ΔFj ,
where f is the articulatory-to-acoustic mapping, Vj is an ar-
ticulatory vector, ΔVj a discretization step for the articulatory
space, Fj an acoustic vector, and ΔFj a discretization step for
the acoustic space.
Charpentier[7], Sorokin[8] or Ouni[9] use first-order poly-
nomial interpolation which they describe as local linear func-
tions, or piece-wise linear functions in the case of Sorokin.
Charpentier uses an interesting method, in which the articula-
tory space is subdivided according to the curvature of the acous-
tic images along specific articulatory trajectories, the points of
highest curvature defining reference points, and the rest of the
articulatory space being interpolated using the Jacobian matrix
around these references points. Sorokin’s and Ouni’s methods
are very similar, the main difference is the fact that Sorokin
seems to determine the largest hypercuboid linear around some
root articulatory vector (the acoustic linearity being tested with
regard to the period of F1), whereas Ouni recursively explores
the whole articulatory space and describes it as hypercubes lin-
ear around their center, the acoustic linearity being tested with
regards to the first three formants frequencies. Ouni and de-
rived methods [10, 11] are the only ones to achieve an extensive
coverage of the articulatory space in their codebook with a high
acoustic precision.
In some sense our method also derives from that proposed
by Ouni because it builds codebooks which can yield an exten-
sive coverage of the articulatory space, and the area where the
approximation is considered valid is well defined. In our case,
the elementary structure in the codebook is a hypercuboid, i.e.
a multidimensional rectangle, and is therefore a simple gener-
alization of Ouni’s hypercube structure. In this work, all hy-
percuboids are defined around their geometric center, although
there is no necessity to choose this particular point. Each ele-
mentary structure is defined by a center point, a radius vector,
and a large vector representing the local approximation of the
articulatory-to-acoustic function, which we describe in the next
section.
Assuming the articulatory space considered is N -
dimensional, the mathematical definition of a hypercuboid as
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used in our method can be expressed as:
Hc = {P0 + x, x ∈ RN |∀i ∈ {1..N} |xi| ≤ ri},
where P0 is the (geometric) center of the hypercuboid, and the
N-dimensional vector r is the radius of the hypercuboid. This
definition is voluntarily a restriction of the most general defini-
tion of a hypercuboid, in which all hypercuboids have the same
orientation as the canonical base of the N-dimensional articula-
tory space. In this way, all mathematical definitions are simpler,
and we can achieve a tessellation of the articulatory space.
3. Modeling the articulatory-to-acoustic
relation
One of the most crucial parts when approximating the
articulatory-to-acoustic (from now on called a-to-a) mapping is
the choice of the modeling function. In theory, any approxima-
tion function which is simple enough to invert could be used to
investigate articulatory-to-acoustic inversion, but almost all ex-
isting codebooks methods only use polynomial approximations
of degrees 0 or 1.
This paper presents a more general method in which any
polynomial approximation is possible. It is interesting to in-
vestigate degrees higher than one in order to explore the acous-
tical behavior of the articulatory model. The utility of higher
degree approximation for inversion purposes is more question-
able, since factorizing multivariable polynomials of degrees
higher than 1 is a fairly difficult task. However, it can still be
achieved, in a not very satisfying way, by locally linearizing
such polynomials when needed.
3.1. Multi-variables polynomials
As the reader may not be familiar with multi-variable polyno-
mials algebra, we present a short description of the use of such
objects.
A polynomial of variables x1, · · · , xN in a ring R, denoted
as P (x1, · · · , xN ), is a sum of monomials. A monomial is a
term of the form:
c.x1
k1x2
k2 · · ·xN kN ,
where c ∈ R is the coefficient of the monomial, and ki ∈ N
is the exponent of variable xi. The degree of a monomial is
defined as
PN
i=1 ki. The degree of a polynomial is as usual
defined as the maximum of the degrees of all its monomials.
We define X as polynomial (x1, x2, · · · , xN ), which cor-
responds to the polynomial function: x1+x2+· · ·+xN . Xn is
thus equal to: (x1 + x2 + · · · + xN )n. We have the following
relation:
Xn =
X
1≤i1,i2,··· ,in≤N
xi1xi2 · · ·xin
If R is a commutative ring (this will always be the case for
us, since we are only working on R or C), many of the terms
of this sum can be grouped, and it can be rewritten using the
multinomial formula.
To simplify notations, polynomials P (X)2 (of degree n)
will be noted as such:
P (X) = A0 + A1X + A2X
2 + · · · + AnXn.
2It should be noted that in this paper, depending on the context,
X should be seen as a variable of the product ring RN , as the poly-
nomial P (X) = X , or as the polynomial function RN → R :
(x1, · · · , xN ) → x1 + · · · + xN .
In this expression, A0 is an element of R, A1 =
(A1,1, . . . , A1,N ) ∈ RN is the coefficient vector for X , i.e.
A1X = A1,1x1 + A1,2x2 + · · · + A1,nxn.
Likewise, ∀m ∈ {1..n}, Am ∈ R(
N+m−1
m ) is the coefficient
vector for Xm, with
AmX
m =
X
PN
i=1 ki=n
Am,w
 
n
k1, k2, . . . , kN
!
xk11 x
k2
2 · · ·xkNN ,
where w is an index for the vector k1, k2, ..., kN .
3.2. Using multi-variable polynomials approximations in
codebook construction
We denote as P N the space of articulatory vectors, and AM the
space of acoustic vector. In our case, P N is the 7-dimensional
space of parameters for Maeda’s articulatory model, and AM
is the space of the first three formant frequencies. We note the
articulatory-to-acoustic function as F : P N → AM , and Fi :
P N → A, 1 ≤ i ≤ M its restriction to each component of the
acoustic vector.
Let us consider an elementary structure of the codebook,
in our case a hypercuboid of the space of articulatory parame-
ters. For each component i of the acoustic vector, we wish to
find the polynomial Pi(X) (of degree n) which best describes
Fi : P
N → A in this structure. This can be done simply by
solving a system of equations of the form {Fi(Xj) = Pi(Xj)}
for many articulatory vectors Xj = (xj1, xj2, . . . , xjN ). For
that purpose, many articulatory points, at least as many as
the number of the coefficients to determine, are chosen within
the elementary structure; their acoustic images are calculated
through the acoustic simulation. Then, after rewriting the re-
lations Fi(Xj) = Pi(Xj) as linear equations of the unknown
coefficients, the over-determined set of equations is solved by
using Singular Value Decomposition.
An alternative to this method would be the computation of
Taylor’s formula around a particular point in the hypercuboid.
However, relevant derivatives needed by a Taylor development
cannot be computed easily, and this development is only valid
in the vicinity of a given point.
Let Ci be the vector composed of all the coefficients:
Ci = ( A0|{z}
1
| A1| {z }
N
| · · · | An| {z }
(N+n−1n )
).
Let Wj be the vector composed of the X
k
j vectors:
Wj =
`
Xj
0|{z}
1
| Xj1| {z }
N
| · · · | Xjn| {z }
(N+n−1n )
´
=
 
1 | xj1, . . . , xjN | · · · |xj1n, . . . , 
n
k1, k2, . . . , kN
!
xj1
k1xj2
k2 · · ·xjN kN , . . . , xjN n
!
The equation Fi(Xj) = P (Xj) can thus be rewritten as the
linear equation Fi(Xj) = Wj Ci. Finally, let denote Bi as the
vector containing all Fi(Xj), and W as the matrix containing
all Wj :
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We obtain the system of linear equations:
W Ci = Bi (1)
For this system to be over-determined, the number m of ar-
ticulatory vectors to sample must be at least equal to the number
of distinct coefficients, i.e.:
m ≥
nX
k=0
 
N + k − 1
k
!
=
 
N + n
n
!
Solving this system using SVD enables us to find the co-
efficients of the polynomial that minimizes the least-squares
approximation error. Repeating this process for each acous-
tic component Fi thus gives us an optimal (in the sense of the
least-squares error) polynomial approximation of degree n for
the local a-to-a mapping.
One crucial part is the choice of the points used for sam-
pling the a-to-a mapping in the hypercuboid. Unfortunately, we
do not have enough space to discuss this point in detail. For the
interpolation of degrees lower than or equal to three, our method
currently uses the vertices (i.e. the corners) of the hypercuboid,
the middles of all segments linking two vertices, and several
points around the geometric center. These points are used to
ensure smooth transitions between hypercuboids. For higher
degrees, we sample some additional random points. Some sam-
plings are more appropriate for the purpose of polynomial ap-
proximation, in particular Chebyshev sampling, and the design
of a more efficient sampling scheme will be addressed in a fu-
ture work.
4. Exploring the articulatory space
The polynomial approximation method allows us to get a com-
pact representation of the approximation of the local a-to-a
mapping in a small structure. In this section we present how the
whole articulatory space can be divided in such structures. The
method presented here is a variation of Ouni[1], and achieves
much better results.
4.1. Baseline algorithm
The basic principle of Ouni’s method is a recursive subdivision
of the articulatory space in small structures until the local a-to-a
mapping is smooth enough to respect a specified acoustic pre-
cision threshold, or the structure is too small. Structures used
by Ouni are hypercubes, and when the acoustic precision in an
hypercube of side r is not sufficient, this root structure is subdi-
vided in all the sub-hypercubes of side r/2 it contains, and then
each sub-hypercube is recursively checked. If either the center
point or any of the 2N vertices of an hypercube is in the ”forbid-
den space” (i.e. with a very narrow constriction or a complete
closure), the hypercube is systematically subdivided (or rejected
if it becomes too small). In a N -dimensional articulatory space,
each additional level of subdivision implies the recursive explo-
ration of 2N sub-hypercubes, i.e. 128 for Maeda’s articulatory
model since there are 7 articulatory parameters, although sev-
eral of them have probably almost the same acoustic behavior,
and could be regrouped in larger structures.
This paper addresses this point by introducing the hyper-
cuboid structure, which is much more flexible than the hy-
percube. In our case, when the acoustic test fails in a hyper-
cuboid of radius r, it is also subdivided, but for only one com-
ponent j ∈ {1..N} of the articulatory space at a time. This
means that sub-hypercuboids have a radius r′ defined as such:
∀ k = j, r′k = rk; r′j = rj/2. The difficulty is then to choose
the “right” direction, i.e. the one that will minimize the num-
ber of subdivisions. Next subsections address the nature of the
acoustic test, and the methods used to choose the best direction
for subdividing the hypercuboids.
4.2. Acoustic tests
The acoustic test simply consists in comparing acoustic images
obtained through two different methods: using the articulatory
synthesizer, and using the polynomial approximation. If the
acoustic distance between both images is beyond a given acous-
tic threshold, then the test fails, and the hypercuboid will be
either subdivided, or rejected if it is too small. The acoustic
distance computed is usually expressed in the Bark perceptive
scale, and is the maximum distance over all the points computed
in the hypercuboid (and not the average distance). Indeed, the
maximum distance is more meaningful to measure the acoustic
irregularities than the average acoustic distance, which is al-
ways very low: indeed, when disabling the acoustic test (i.e.
subdivision only occurs when part of the structure is in the for-
bidden space), even with first order approximation, we achieve
an average resynthesized distance below 30Hz for all 3 formants
frequencies.
The formula used for the acoustic test is thus :
Test = max
X∈Hc∗
(dac(F (X), P (X))) < Ac threshold,
where, for an articulatory vector X , dac(F (X), P (X)) denotes
the acoustic distance between the actual acoustic image ob-
tained using the articulatory synthesizer F (X), and the acous-
tic image obtained using the local polynomial approximation
P (X). dac in our case is the maximal distance over the first
three formants frequencies, expressed in Bark. Ac threshold de-
notes the acoustic threshold (usually 1 Bark in our case). Hc∗ is
a subset of points of the hypercuboid, usually the points already
synthesized in the hypercuboid (i.e. the vertices, the middles
points, and the points around the center used to compute Tay-
lor’s approximation).
4.3. Direction of subdivision
The most crucial point of this hypercuboid method is to find
the “right” direction for subdivision, i.e. the direction which
will yield the fewest subdivisions. The algorithm to find this
direction has to be fast and accurate. For now, a simple heuris-
tic is being used, which tries to find the direction in which the
irregularity appears to be the strongest: for all directions, i.e.
for all the articulatory parameters, a score is computed from the
acoustic distance between synthesized vectors and the approxi-
mation obtained using Taylor’s approximation in the center. In-
deed, it is more meaningful to use Taylor’s approximation and
not the optimal polynomial in that case, because the optimal
polynomial smoothes the irregularities (and therefore the error
becomes almost homogeneous in all directions). The precise
formula used is the following:
∀i ∈ {1..N}, si = 1|Hc∗|
X
X∈Hc∗
|xi|
|X| ∗ dac(F (X), Pt(X)),
where Pt is Taylor’s polynomial at the center. The direction
chosen is the one that maximizes si. This simple heuristic
is compared to the hypercubic subdivision (all directions at a
time), and to a very basic scheme that always subdivides the
largest component of the radius (choosing the component with
the smallest index in case of equalities).
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Table 1: Summary of codebook experiments. Column “n” is
an identifier for the codebook, column “d.” corresponds to the
degree of the polynomial approximation, “Ac” corresponds to
the acoustic threshold (in Bark), “S” to the subdivision scheme
(0 is the hypercubic subdivision, 1 is the basic subdivision, 2
is the subdivision in the direction of maximal perturbation, “#
Hc.” is the number of hypercuboids in the codebook, “vol.” is
the hypervolume of the codebook, and the “ΔFi” correspond to
the average absolute error of resynthesis (in Hz) for respectively
F1, F2 and F3.
n d. Ac. S. #Hc. vol. ΔF1 ΔF2 ΔF3
1 1 +∞ 0 3043 779.1 10.0 15.1 14.7
2 1 643 779.1 11.7 18.1 17.9
3 2 140 782.1 13.1 19.7 21.1
4 1 0 5835 778.9 4.8 6.9 6.6
5 1 1413 778.9 7.0 9.9 8.8
6 2 464 778.9 6.8 11.1 13.2
7 0.3 1 4080 778.9 4.8 6.8 6.9
8 2 3840 778.9 4.9 7.1 7.2
9 2 +∞ 0 3043 779.2 4.7 6.2 5.8
10 1 643 779.1 5.4 7.5 7.8
11 2 140 782.1 5.0 8.0 9.8
12 1 1 671 778.9 5.4 7.6 7.9
13 2 164 782.1 4.6 7.9 9.7
15 0.3 2 750 778.9 2.5 3.4 4.8
16 3 1 2 142 782.1 1.6 3.2 5.7
17 0.3 2 378 779.1 1.2 2.0 3.5
18 4 1 2 140 782.1 0.6 1.4 2.7
19 0.3 2 271 779.1 0.5 1.1 2.2
5. Codebook experiments
Experiments were conducted on a subpart of the articulatory
space ([0, 3] for the 7 articulatory parameters) by creating a se-
ries of codebooks. To limit subdivisions, hypercuboids have a
minimal hypervolume fixed at 0.1.
Several parameters were varied for the construction of the
codebooks: degree of interpolation (1 to 4), acoustic threshold
(+∞, 1 Bark, 0.3 Bark), and scheme of subdivision (hypercu-
bic, larger side first, maximum perturbation). For degree 3 and
4, only maximum perturbation scheme is presented, and only
for acoustic thresholds 1 and 0.3 Barks. For each codebook, we
computed the number of hypercuboids needed to achieve the
given acoustic precision, the volume of the articulatory space
covered, the average and maximum error for resynthesis of
the three formants frequencies. In each codebook, the average
acoustic precision was evaluated by generating 10000 random
points within the articulatory space, and by generating and com-
paring the acoustic images obtained either by finding the corre-
sponding hypercuboid and using the local polynomial interpo-
lation, or using the articulatory synthesizer.
Table 1 summarizes the codebooks experiments. The +∞
acoustic threshold was used to find out what was the minimal
fragmentation we could hope to achieve. It allows us to see
that even when disabling the acoustic test, the hypercubic sub-
division fragments a lot (at least in this particular part of the
articulatory space), since the average volume of an hypercube
in the codebook 1 is about vol / #Hc = 0.25 for a minimal vol-
ume of 0.1. We can see that directed subdivision schemes 1
and 2 are a lot better, since their average volumes are respec-
tively 1.2 and 5.6. Not surprisingly, for degree 1 and 2 there are
exactly the same number of hypercuboids in this case. Inter-
estingly enough, we observe that the average errors are always
below 30Hz, even with no acoustic test.
We observe that by increasing the degree of the polynomi-
als, we achieve better acoustic precision. With degree 4, the
average error is below 3Hz for all formants. Scheme 2 allows
a codekook size about 20 times smaller than the hypercubic di-
vision, for a small acoustic degradation (about 20% less precise
than hypercubic division). Codebook 13 (degree 2, with subdi-
vision scheme 2) appears to be the best compromise in term of
size of the codebook and acoustic precision: about the same
acoustic precision as codebook 4, but in a much more com-
pact form (second order polynomial hypercuboids take about
four times more space on disk as first order polynomials hy-
percuboids, therefore we gain almost a factor 10 on codebook
size).
6. Concluding remarks
This study demonstrates a new articulatory codebook construc-
tion method that allows very precise resynthesis of acoustic vec-
tors for Maeda’s articulatory model, and a very compact repre-
sentation of the articulatory-to-acoustic mapping. Further work
can still be done to improve this method: using different sam-
pling points to determine the best-fit polynomials and investi-
gate the use of different acoustic vectors (e.g. cepstral coeffi-
cients).
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